Due to cosmic rays, electronic devices such as SRAM may undergo some dysfunctions such as single event upsets also called Soft errors. A crucial issue for aerospace applications is to be able to predict the Soft Error rate of a given device in a given environment. In this work, we present a predictive tool which deals with protons and heavy ions for space applications and with neutrons for atmospheric applications. Moreover, it deals with alpha particles which can be emitted naturally within the device, during nuclear decay of polluting uranium, thorium and their daughter nuclei. Natural alpha emitters from materials, such as hafnium, are also considered. Thus, the novelty of the code is its ability to address the issues of space, avionic and ground level applications. The Monte Carlo approach allows calculating simply the single event upset and multiple bit upset cross sections as well as the associated Soft Error rates. To state whether an error occurs or not, the code is able to consider well known criterions such as the critical energy deposited in a sensitive volume or the ambipolar diffusion model.
I. Introduction

1
Due to the stars, protons are present in Space. 1) These protons interact with atmosphere nuclei and produce secondary particles, mainly neutrons.
2) Protons (in space) and neutrons (in atmosphere) represent a major reliability concern for microelectronic applications, especially for the aerospace community. 3, 4) Nucleons are yet involved in nuclear reactions with the material nuclei of electronic device and secondary ions are then able to deposit part of their energies by creating some electron-hole pairs. Depending on the location of the nuclear reaction in the device but also on the amount of deposited energy, the produced electron-hole pairs modify the electrical behavior of the component. In SRAM for example Soft Error may be cause by a unique particle. In order to predict the reliability of a device during a given mission, predictive codes are developed. In the case of Soft Errors, the goal is to calculate either the Soft Error cross section or directly the Soft Error rate. The main difficulty of such codes is that they deal with various fields of physics: radiation environment, nuclear physics, physics of semiconductor and microelectronic.
In this work, we propose a Monte-Carlo method able to deal with particles which are at play in Soft Errors: protons and ions from Space, neutrons in atmosphere and alpha particle from natural radioactivity. The code uses pre-computed database especially for nuclear reactions which are CPU time consuming.
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II. General Method Overview
MC-ORACLE Flowchart
The flowchart of our predictive tool, called MC-ORACLE, is given in Fig. 1 .
First of all, the device is defined in a 'universe' in which we define several volumes with three possible shapes that are parallelepipeds, cylinders and spheres. We then choose a radiation source which can be either neutrons, or protons or ions or alpha-emitters. Protons are not considered as ions since they mainly cause Soft Errors by nuclear reactions. On the contrary, ions induce Soft Errors mainly by direct ionization of the medium. Consequently, we did not implement nuclear processes for ion-ion interactions. The definition of the source also includes the energy of the incident particles and their directions. Notice that for alpha-emitters, the direction is automatically chosen in an isotropic distribution and their energies are obtained from a simple calculation of the Q-value. Then a location is chosen randomly in the device. For nucleons, it represents the nuclear reaction location which is determined with the mean free paths in the different materials. For incident ions, it represents the entry point of the ion in the device and is simply obtained by geometrical consideration. For alpha emitters, it corresponds to the disintegration location which is randomly chosen in a uniform distribution in the polluted volumes.
A dedicated step is then required for incident nucleons which trigger nuclear reactions. Nature, energy and direction of each secondary ion produced during nuclear reactions are determined by using a pre-calculated nuclear database built with the DHORIN code (see Section III). 5) Secondary neutral particles are not accounted for since their probability to induce a Soft Error is negligible. Because the probability for a nuclear reaction is weak we implemented the possibility to force the nuclear reaction of each primary particle. Obviously, the event is then weighted by the probability of interaction of the considered particle in the structure that is by accounting for the different material layers that can be crossed.
After a nuclear reaction, the secondary particles are transported in the structure and can only interact by ionization. This is performed by using stopping powers and ranges of ions which have previously been tabulated in a file with the SRIM code. 6) Depending on the ions properties it is possible to state whether a Soft Error occurs or not.
The Monte-Carlo method is used to simulate hundreds of thousands of primary particles in the structure. Finally error cross sections (single and multiple) or Soft Error rate can be easily determined.
Soft Error Triggering Criterion
A key part of Soft Error prediction is the choice of a criterion which determines the conditions in which an error may occur.
A widely used criterion is that of deposited energy in a sensitive volume: an error occurs when enough energy is deposited in a given sensitive region of the device. The minimum of energy deposition is called critical energy. Both sensitive region and critical energy may be determined by TCAD simulations. 7) Notice that the shape of the sensitive volume is often assumed to be a rectangular parallelepiped, assumption which is known as RPP model. 8) Sensitive volumes are defined in the structure in the RPP assumption. When an ion crosses one of the sensitive volumes, we calculate the energy deposited inside and we store the value in a histogram allowing considering the number of Soft Errors as a function of critical energy. If several sensitive volumes are crossed by one or several ions, it feeds another histogram with the second lowest energy deposited in a sensitive volume. This histogram is useful for considering multiple errors called Multiple Cell Upset (MCU).
A refinement of the RPP model can be used by considering that the boundaries of the sensitive volume are not frank but diffused. Numerically, this is accounted for by using a weighting factor which decreases with the distance to the center of the sensitive volume.
Another approach is also used in the literature to account for the diffusion of charge carriers. [9] [10] [11] The starting point is that electron-hole pairs produced during ionization are able to diffuse in the structure. As the electrical field is often low enough, electrons and holes diffuse conjointly. [9] [10] [11] This is known as the ambipolar diffusion. Diffusion laws equations are well known and allow determining the carriers' densities in the vicinity of the sensitive electrodes. It is then possible to determine the transient current pulse. These currents may be used as an input of SPICE which simulates the perturbation of the circuit and state whether an error occurs or not. Despite this criterion has a stronger physical basis, it is peculiarly time consuming.
III. Nuclear Reactions Induced by Nucleons
Monte Carlo Simulations with DHORIN
A crucial input for predictive tools is the history of each nuclear reaction that occurs in the device. Initially, the idea was to include a Monte-Carlo subroutine in the predictive tool for this purpose. However, simulating nuclear reactions may be time consuming and optimization can be done. For example, simulations of two similar electronic devices require calculating twice some nuclear quantities. For this reason, we chose to treat separately the nuclear reactions part and the semiconductor part. To do so, we decided to build a history of nuclear reactions which gives natures, energies and directions of secondary ions. Such database has to be computed for various materials able to be used in the microelectronic industry.
We have then developed a dedicated code, DHORIN, which stands for Detailed History Of Recoiling Ions induced by Nucleons.
5)
The energy range of interest is 100 keV-200 MeV because atmospheric neutrons are very abundant in this energy range.
12) The physics of DHORIN is mainly based on the 2D-exciton model, 13) the Hauser-Feshbach formulation 14) and the generalized evaporation model. 15) The main advantage of this code is that it is able to calculate all the needed quantities (cross sections, level densities and transmission coefficients) for all nucleus that have to be treated during a reaction. For electronic application, we build a specific output which is a history of triggered nuclear reactions. For each nuclear reaction of the database, we store the nature, the energy and the direction of each secondary particle. The method thus allows accounting for the correlation between ejectiles. Figure 2 represents the flowchart of the DHORIN code. The code starts by calling ECIS 16) in order to determine elastic and non-elastic cross sections as well as the elastic differential angular cross section, from which the differential recoil energy cross section is computed. Non elastic reactions are treated with a Monte Carlo approach. A non-elastic reaction can start either by an exciton stage or by a composite emission (stripping, pick-up and knock-out reactions). The Monte Carlo procedure deals automatically with multiple emissions during pre-equilibrium.
After the exciton stage or the composite emission, the nucleus is considered to be a compound nucleus, which starts the equilibrium stage. Total decay widths for gammas, light ejectiles and heavy ejectiles are calculated. With respect to these decay widths a decay kind is chosen randomly as well as the outgoing particle energy. The remaining nucleus is a compound nucleus, which can also undergo ejectile emission (see "Compound. Loop" in Fig. 2) . The equilibrium stage ends when the nucleus reaches its ground state.
Usually, Monte-Carlo codes treat nuclear reactions one by one but DHORIN works with a population of nuclear reactions in order to avoid a calculation that has already been done. DHORIN has been shown to be faster than a conventional Monte Carlo code by a factor of 100. For example, for neutron induced nuclear reactions on silicon at 20 MeV, the calculation time for DHORIN is around 1 s for 1,000 nuclear reactions. MC-ORACLE could then use DHORIN directly as a subroutine and could run in a reasonable amount of time. However, we adopted another strategy in order to decrease the calculation time. Yet, DHORIN results are pre-computed for various energies and materials and are used in MC-ORACLE as a simple input. Finally, MC-ORACLE is able to simulate 100,000 nuclear reactions in a device within a few seconds.
Experimental Validation
Calculated excitation functions with DHORIN for silicon and aluminum are shown to be in good agreement with the EXFOR database. 5) Notice that silicon has been previously widely investigated since it is the most abundant material in microelectronic devices.
Moreover, we have performed experiments at UCL by irradiating a silicon diode with neutrons at 30 and 63 MeV at the CYCLONE facility in UCL. 
IV. Alpha Emitters
Neutrons, protons and heavy ions are the source of a radiation environment in which electronic devices are present. These radiations are a consequence of cosmic rays and represent an extrinsic radiation environment.
There is also an intrinsic source of reliability degradation which comes from the alpha emitters introduced into the device. These radioactive nuclei are either radioactive materials or radioactive impurities. The first case corresponds to materials that naturally contain a portion, even small, of alpha emitters. Hafnium for example, which already replaces silicon in gate oxide, is naturally composed of 0.162% of the alpha emitter isotope 174 Hf. 18) The second case, the impurities, corresponds to a pollution of uranium or thorium elements and their daughter nuclei. These elements are present in the natural environment and unavoidably pollute materials used during device process.
As alpha particles have been shown to be a major contribution to Soft Error at ground level, we implemented a subroutine which deals with their disintegrations.
Because alpha emissivity of materials used in microelectronics can be measured, 19) we can deduce the concentration of alpha pollutants in the device. 20) MC-ORACLE is able to determine this emissivity by making the assumption of secular equilibrium. Then knowing the concentration of impurities, MC-ORACLE triggers nuclear decay and follow the emitted alpha particle in the device to state whether an error occurs. Knowing the rate of disintegrations, which is given by a well-known exponential decay, it is finally possible to calculate the Soft Error rate due to alpha particle. The method has been investigated in previous work 20) and shows a good agreement with experimental data.
V. Conclusions
We presented a Monte Carlo approach to obtain Soft Error cross sections (simple and multiple bit) as well as the Soft Error rate when the fluence of particles during a mission is known. We implemented the method in the MC-ORACLE code which deals with neutrons, protons, ions and alpha particles from natural radioactivity. The main goal of the code is to treat various source of radiation that causes Soft Error but also to evaluate models of the triggering criterion. In the current version, the RPP is implemented for both frank and diffuse boundaries. The diffusion model is presently being implemented.
The originality of the code is to pre-compute CPU time consuming calculations such as nuclear reactions induced by nucleons. To do so we previously developed the DHORIN code which exhibits good agreement with EXFOR libraries as well as energy deposition measurements.
Another crucial approximation is that of considering that ions move in straight line. This allows reducing calculating time and it is possible to simply use the SRIM code to obtain stopping power.
Finally, the code is consistent and is a useful tool for evaluating the reliability of modern devices. We planned to implement a subroutine able to deal with single event transient in order to treat other devices.
